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REFUSING TO WORK
ON SAFETY GROUNDS
London Underground assured us it was

‘safe’ to work on the day of the
firefighters’ strike. The same people claimed
it was ‘safe’ during our recent strikes - while
opening stations under minimum numbers, or
with managers with two hours’ training,
trapping passengers in closed stations ...

Can we leave our safety in their hands?
Their goal is to run a service at all costs,
especially when they wish to undermine a
strike.

LU scraped the barrel for safety assurances
for the firefighters’ strike. They pointed out
that ‘smoking is not permitted on stations or
trains’. But we still need fire cover! Anyone
could light a fag at any time – not to mention
all the other fire hazards.

They praised the virtues of the ‘automatic
smoke and heat detectors, directly linked to
sprinkler systems installed at Underground
stations’. This equipment failed at Euston in
June when undetected smoke from an
escalator machine chamber was only spotted
by a member of staff. The investigation
concluded the detectors worked correctly; it
was just the wrong kind of smoke! So how
reliable is LU’s fire detection system
combine-wide? How can LU base its safety
assurance on this provably faulty system?

They say that with prompt evacuations, no
customers are reliant on the fire brigade. But
what if the fire had not been detected and
passengers were trapped underground?

During the last FBU strike, all lift stations
were closed. Why are they suddenly safe? In
the past it has been the responsibility the fire
service, not lift engineers, to carry passengers
trapped in lifts to safety.

LU’s own rule book says a fire officer
should attend some scenarios before the
Station Supervisor can reset the fire control
panel. But the strike contingency plans say:
‘for the period of the proposed industrial
action ... the function of resettling the control
panel will be undertaken by the licensed
engineer / accredited representative attending
the incident’. So they have literally re-written
the rules for the duration of the strike!

<><><>

There was insufficient fire cover on the
day. The FBU strike was so solid that

only 14 out of 90 engines were available. The

back-up scab fire cover, provided by
CapitalGuard, could only guarantee 27 for
the whole of London.

The back-up service was similar to LU’s
desperate staffing attempts during a strike.
They had no blue light status, so relied on
police escort. After four accidents, the
service dwindled throughout the day. The
Evening Standard reported that it took 20-30
minutes for the scab service to turn up to a
roof fire; they couldn’t put the nozzles on the
hoses, and were shooting water into the air
rather than at the fire.

<><><>

D rivers on the Piccadilly, Jubilee,
Northern, Victoria lines and station

staff at King’s Cross and elsewhere rejected
LU’s phoney safety assurances and refused
work on safety grounds. They faced down
intimidation by managers. On the Jubilee,
senior managers waited for drivers at the
desk where they booked on. But by the
afternoon, there were only three trains
shuttling between Stratford and North
Greenwich. There were 30-40 refusals on the
Piccadilly Line: the messroom was full and
the line practically suspended.

It can be difficult to take a stand on your
own. The refusals worked best where a large
number of staff were prepared to stand
together. But if you feel in ‘serious and
imminent danger’, you have the legal right to
refuse to work on safety grounds. Write a
memo listing your safety concerns. Your
manager will give you 15 minutes to read
their pack of assurances. If you are not
reassured, you can inform them that you do
not wish to carry out your normal duty.
Following last Saturday, we will see that the
company cannot discipline anyone who
exercises their legal right.

RMT Executive election:

VOTE JANINE BOOTH
 a voice for rank-and-file workers  an effective fight to defend jobs  winning strategies

that members support  strike pay where appropriate  more democracy, less
bureaucracy  more effort to win public support  support equality, oppose discrimination

SUPPORT FRENCH STRIKERS!
M illions of French workers have been

on strike to stop the government’s
plans to raise the retirement age to 67.

Much of France has been brought to a
halt by petrol shortages and rail strikes. In
certain sectors, eg. oil and transport, the
strike has been continuous; in others, it has
been one-day actions. On some days, 3.5m
workers have been in the streets.

The strikes have been powerful due to a
level of rank-and-file democracy taken for
granted in many French unions. On the rail
and elsewhere, the decision whether to
strike has been made every morning in
mass workplace meetings, where all
workers on a site discuss and vote by a
show of hands. Also, through hard political
battles French workers have stopped the
kind of anti-union laws that shackle unions
in Britain.

Another strength of the French strike
movement has been the unity of different
sectors. Different workplaces send
delegations to each others’ morning
meetings, and every lunchtime on a strike
day, all the different sectors come together
for a rally in the city centre – where they
are joined by students and youth.

There is no mystery about what the
French are doing – we can do it too: and we
also need to help them! Email solidarity
messages from yourself or your branch to
Tubeworker, and we will translate them and
pass them on to railworkers in Paris!

Workers’ Liberty forum
Millions on strike in France:
how can we support them,
what can they teach us?
Thursday 4 November, 19:00-21:00
Exmouth Arms, Starcross St, Euston

ALL WELCOME



A nnouncing further job cuts, LU is
stepping up its offensive against Tube

workers and our unions. We need to step
up our campaign accordingly.

There have been many positive aspects
to the dispute so far. We have fought
despite there being no compulsory
redundancies threatened, defending
staffing levels not just individual workers’
jobs. TSSA is striking for the first time
with RMT, and rank-and-file ASLEF
members have supported the action despite
their leadership’s opposition. The creative
use of action short of strikes is a big step
forward, and public support has been
encouraging despite press hostility.

It is also good to see our unions in talks
with management while still keeping
industrial action on. It is vital that talks
take place, but too often, trade unions
suspend action just because employers
agree to talk. Keeping the action on means
that our unions are negotiating from a
position of strength.

The Comprehensive Spending Review’s
massive cuts should strengthen our resolve.
The government is attacking us not just as
Tube workers, but as service users too,
attacking our housing, education, council
services, and future entitlement to benefits.
Don’t let anyone kid you that because the
whole working class is taking a big hit, we
have to bear our ‘fair share’. Instead,
working-class people must stick together,
keeping up each fight against each set of
cuts. If we give up, it won’t help others
who face job cuts; rather, it will make
things worse for them by weakening their
chances of saving their jobs.

Right now, the crucial thing is to make
the strike on Tuesday/Wednesday as strong
as possible, to show management that we
are not wavering. Keep up the pickets,
keep it solid - we’re getting good at this!

<><><>

But as the dispute continues, LU is
implementing the cuts. Management

have drafted new rosters, carried out a
bogus ‘consultation’ and offered voluntary
severance to some staff. The danger now is
that come February, we will still be
holding token one-day monthly strikes to
save jobs that have gone. Digging in for a
long-term war of attrition of monthly one-
day strikes will wear down confidence.

We need to escalate. Strikes should
be stepped up to 48 hours, perhaps
staggered over more days.

Some people may not feel ready for
longer strikes. But ask yourself: would
you rather lose one day’s pay every
month (plus whatever the overtime
ban is costing you) and let LU take
these jobs, opening the floodgates for
limitless future attacks? Or lose a bit
more upfront and draw a line in the
sand?! Longer strikes may be hard for
some to take financially, but as

Tubeworker has long argued, the unions
should give strike pay to help people cope.

<><><>

R ank-and-file Tube workers can
discuss how the dispute is going,

share concerns and offer suggestions for
next steps. We talk about these things at
work, so we should also do so in union
forums where our views can be heard.
RMT’s Regional Council has a strike
committee which has played a useful role,
but union activists need to make it more
central to the dispute.

‘Action short’ has been a good step, but
as a new tactic, members need more
support and explanation to help us apply
them. We need letters (not just emails) to
all members and visits from union reps to
give us confidence to enforce tactics such
as the £5 minimum boycott. More direct
support is also vital to stop divisions
emerging around the action short. The
overtime ban for engineering grades has
been switched to a work-to-rule; this
makes sense due to the nature of their
work, but has caused some resentment
among station staff for whom the overtime
ban is still in place.

<><><>

W e can not expect the right-wing
press to cover our strike positively.

But our unions should do more to win
public support. Pickets have handed out
‘why we are striking’ leaflets, but these
came from RMT’s Regional Council rather
than head office. The Regional Council has
also taken the lead in winning support from
disability rights and pensioner activists.
Union head offices have produced some
material, but should do more to put our
case more clearly.

The GLA has now voted to condemn the
cuts (at the third attempt after Tories twice
scuppered earlier votes by walking out).
The unions should use the GLA vote to
mount a big campaign, arguing that the
position of the elected GLA prevails over
the position of unelected LU managers.

We should participate in local trades
councils and anti-cuts campaigns. Our
recent march was positive. We need more
actions like that, and discussions between
unions to coordinate industrial action.

Tubeworker is produced by Tube
workers and published by Workers’

Liberty, an organisation fighting as part
of the labour movement for a socialist

alternative to both capitalism and
Stalinism, based on common ownership

and democracy.
We want one democratic, fighting union
for all railworkers. We reject artificial
divisions between workers of different
grades. We oppose racism, sexism,
homophobia and all prejudice that

divides us. Only our bosses benefit from
a divided workforce.

STEP UP THE FIGHT TO SAVE JOBS
STOP THESE VICTIMISATIONS

I t seems that LU is taking hostages in
their war against their own workforce.

Tubeworker has already reported on
Eamonn Lynch, sacked for following
orders. Now we have Arwyn Thomas,
Northern Line driver and RMT activist,
sent to CDI for alleged misbehaviour
towards a strike-breaker. And RMT Green
Park group rep Peter Hartshorn also sent to
CDI for allegedly insulting a manager.

These are not just injustices against
individuals, but an attempt to browbeat us
all, to make us scared to lift our heads
above the parapet lest we get shot down.
That’s why we must all defend Eamonn,
Arwyn, Peter, and whoever is next in
management’s firing line.

JUBILEE CHAOS

The patchwork of major incidents on
LU  would be laughable were it not so

serious. Routinely overnight on the Jubilee
Line, speed limits of 5mph appear - often
not clearly highlighted to drivers. At the
same time LU is trying to reduce track
checks. If a track fault is such a risk that
trains are reduced to a crawling speed, how
can it be safe to leave it longer between
these checks?!

We are told TBTC had ‘the most
successful weekend yet’ and then drivers
are stuck between stations for hours, big
sections of the line are suspended and the
signalling system stops trains on sections of
track where this is no power, so the trains
stall, leaving passengers in darkness and
drivers with no power or even a radio to
contact the controller.

Nearly 3,000 people were stuck on trains
and it took three hours to get the last person
out. The reason for the power failure is yet
to be announced, but tunnel lights were lit
due to ‘a fault’ on this section days before,
and after the power failure.

Good job there were competent
operational staff on hand to deal with these
situations and assist drivers when it comes
to problems with traction current, signal
failures, unannounced speed restrictions
and to help the frustrated customers caught
 up in the shambles.

Tubeworker’s weblog - daily updates -
www.workersliberty.org /twblog

And we’re on Facebook too!
http://www.facebook.com/tubeworker


